THE TIGER STRIKES
"Wild-Bill's Raiders"

Feb. 8, 1942, Singapore - The War in the Pacific had begun!
Japan, as other countries, could boast of great military leadership.
Known as "The Tiger of Malaya," Lt. General Tomoyuki Yamashita, Commander
of the 25th Japanese Army, achieved smashing success in his conquest of
Malaya. British General Percival, in charge of the garrison at Singapore,
recognized the danger of an attack from the North through the dense
jungle, but nevertheless kept his defenses trained out to sea. His fears
were well founded, as suddenly Yamashita's men began to cross the Strait
of Johore.

VICTORY CONDITIONS

(1) The Japanese player must have at least 8 unbroken squads on board one
by game's end. A fully functioning AFV
counts as two squads.

(2) The Japanese player must control
buildings U2, R1, and Q3 on board one
by end of game or Allies win.

TURN RECORD CHART

Allies Set up First
Japanese move first

SPECIAL RULES

P-5.1 The water of the strait is deep, with no current.
P-5.2 There are stone bridges on hexes 8Q3-8Q8 and 8Y2-8Y4.
P-5.3 Optional victory conditions: The Japanese player secretly
chooses one of the two victory conditions and records it
for later verification. At the beginning of turn 5, he
must tell the Allied player which condition he has chosen.

Aftermath: The Allied armies, unprepared for such an attack, could
not react in time and sufficient numbers. Very quickly the Japanese
penetrated the outer defenses. Singapore was doomed.